
Knowledge
Scana Booforge works with self developed materials for liftforks. 

Scana Steel Booforge has a long tradition. Over 350 years, to be a 

little more precise. lt was back in 1646 that it all began, with genuine 

open die forging in the Swedish town of Karlskoga. The forging 

business continued for many years within Alfted Nobel’s well-known 

company Bofors.

Over the years Scana Steel Booforge has built up unique material 

expertise and quality awareness. The company is currently a leading 

player in its product areas: lifting forks, heat treatment and open die 

forging.

Scana Booforge is specialized in forklift trucks from 8 tonnes and 

upwards. Through a unique method of material, forging and heat 

treatment places Scana Booforge in a class by itself in regards of 

quality and safety.

Scana Fork Material

A solution that lifts

Safety
The norm for Impact Strength is > 27 joule at -20°C. The Scana 

Booforge’s material surpasses this level on a even and safe 

distance. Impact Strength in combination with Yield Strength tells 

how strong and safe the product is. Scana Booforges strategy is to 

deliver products of high quality where safety is in focus.
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* according to ISO 683-1
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Scana Fork Material

Standard material

Yield Strength
When exposed to the same load it clearly shows how different 

the stress level affects the material when comparing a standard 

material to the Scana material. With a stress level closer to the 

yield strength of the material makes the product more sensitive 

to plastic deformation or fatigue cracks. The Scana material 

incorporates an extra safety margin within the same cross section 

of a product.

Scana material

Rolled vs Forged
There are two main processes when manufacturing a fork blank 

– Forging or Rolling. Since rolled material is hot processed, it 

reduces cavities and imperfections existing in the starting mate-

rial. The forging process takes it one step further, homogenizing 

the material and refining the material structure leaving a fork with 

very high and even strength quality. A forged fork blank is optimal 

if the demands on safety and fatigue resistance is extremely high. 

The refined material structure in a forged blank also enable the 

product to respond very well to welding and heat treatment.
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Deflection
The deflection of a fork under a certain load case is not directly 

affected by material quality/strength as long as the yield strength 

is not exceeded. To achieve a stiff fork the most important factor is 

to maximize the thickness of the fork as it has a big influence on 

the stiffness, much more so than the width of the fork. 

Fork Material
Standard fork material on the market usually presents a hard 

shell from the edges of the cross section which allows for a high 

strength product which, under normal circumstances, is sufficient 

for its application. However in the event of an impact blow, crack 

initiation or wear on the fork, the material quickly loses its strength 

due to the soft core. The Scana material, on the other hand, has 

a more even transition from high strength at the edges to normal 

strength towards the core of the cross section, which allows for a 

robust product more resistant to cracks and impact blows.


